
"Captivating, and

experiential, A Call

to Remember is the

ultimate spiritual

empowerment tool

for calling forth a

better way of life—

and for building a

global village."
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by author Carol Fitzpatrick
About Fitzpatrick’s presentation style: 

Fitzpatrick is a masterful story teller of a global vil-

lage, one where all beings are truly created equal;

where solar power fuels cars, free energy is abound

and jobs are more like play than work. Can you

imagine it? If you can, then you are one of growing

numbers who have already connected the dots. We

really can create the reality we so desire. Fitzpatrick

not only tells you how, but leads you on a journey to

your future then asks you to imagine that future now.

Fitzpatrick weaves each presentation into a dramatic unfolding by reflect-

ing back to listeners their own story as told by someone who walks their talk. No

one can truly step into another's shoes, but through her "been there done that"

approach to life, she speaks her truth, which invites listeners to open their heart so

that barriers come down, which invites change to come inside.

Her presentations cross all cultural, religious, political, social, economic,

boundaries  while creating a unified field among her audience, a language for heal-

ing and transcending any breach. Threaded throughout all her talks, is a move-

ment of spirituality that transcends religion/religious affiliation, especially for those

transitioning out of traditional structures and into new forms.

"[A Call to Remember provides us with] a very enlightened and guided tour
of our global shift in consciousness...a must read."

Malia Scanlan, Global Designs, LLC

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Carol Fitzpatrick is a visionary, a modern-day mystic
who has been teaching and mentoring new paradigm leaders for the past 25
years.  Her message of "follow your heart, change the world" has evolved from a
grassroots wake-up call  into an international movement. Her newest book, A Call
to Remember, published by O-Books, was released in October 2008.
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